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Although much discussed, the original intent of Problem 10 of the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus continues
to be an unresolved question. This essay proposes a possible solution to the issue by joining together aspects of
two theories on the subject advanced in the 1930s by W. W. Struve and T. E. Peet. From this point of beginning
it is shown that the problem’s “basket” may originally have been intended to be understood as being of a spe-
ciﬁc actual size, thus revealing a set of correlations and insights regarding early Middle Kingdom mathematical
capabilities and grain measurement concerns.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Zusammenfassung
Obwohl viel diskutiert, bleibt die ursprüngliche Absicht von Aufgabe 10 des mathematischen Papyrus
Moskau weiterhin eine ungelöste Frage. Dieser Aufsatz schlägt eine mögliche Lösung vor, indem er die
Gesichtspunkten aus zwei Theorien zu diesem Thema, die in den dreissiger Jahren des 20. Jahrhunderts von
W. W. Struve und T. E. Peet vorgestellt wurden, verbindet. Ausgehend von diesen Gesichtspunkten wird
gezeigt, dass der “Korb” im Problem ursprünglich möglicherweise als Behälter einer bestimmten, tatsächlichen
Grösse vorgesehen war. Damit werden eine Reihe von Wechselbeziehungen und Einblicke in die mathemati-
schen Fähigkeiten des Mittleren Königreichs und Aspekte der Getreidemessung enthüllt.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The intended meaning of Problem 10 of the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus (MMP 10)
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12 L. Cooperhis translation of it into German in 1930.1 T. E. Peet published a paper shortly there-
after with an in-depth critique of, and disagreement with, Struve’s interpretation that
this problem concerns the ﬁnding of the surface area of a hemispherically shaped
object.2
In his paper, Peet oﬀered two alternative understandings of the problem based on his
own detailed paleographic analysis of the surviving text, and these three interpretations
(one by Struve, two by Peet) remain at the core of the discussions regarding MMP 10 to
this day.3 The present paper will show that there exists an as-yet unexplored line of evidence
which may shed some light on this issue, and in so doing oﬀer a new way to consider the
problem’s original intent.
Peet [1931, 100] gave a translation into English of “Struve’s literal translation” of the
14 lines of the problem’s papyric text, and this is as follows (items in parenthesis are mine
in this, and in other, translations below):
1. Form of working out a basket (nb.t)
2. If they mention to you a basket with a mouth (tp.r)
3. of 4 1
2
in preservation (cd)
4. Let me know its surface (i.e., surface area)
5. Take a ninth of 9, since the basket
6. is half an egg; result 1
7. Take the remainder, namely 8
8. Take a ninth of 8
9. result 2
3
þ 1
6
þ 1
18
. Take
10. the remainder of these 8 after subtracting
11. the 2
3
þ 1
6
þ 1
18
; result 7 1
9
12. Reckon 7 1
9
4 1
2
times
13. Result 32. Behold, that is its (surface) area
14. You have found rightly.
As Peet [1931, 103–104] pointed out, Struve interpreted the scribe’s word for “basket” (nb.t)
to have been intended as a technical term denoting a three-dimensional hemispherical shape
(i.e., bowl-shape), and the word tp.r in line 2, usually translated as “mouth,” to refer to the
width of the hemisphere’s opening (i.e., its diameter). Peet argued that a paleographic
analysis of the original text not only allowed two other interpretations of the problem as
a whole, but also created signiﬁcant diﬃculties for Struve’s analysis.
Taking into consideration that damage to the papyrus made a pivotal word unreadable,
and the fact that the papyrus was likely a scribal copy of a yet earlier text, Peet oﬀered two
readings for the possible original intent of the work — with the ﬁrst of these being that
MMP 10 refers to the ﬁnding of the area of a (two-dimensional) semicircle, and not to
the surface area of a (three-dimensional) hemisphere. For this to be the case, Peet suggested1 Struve [1930, 157–169].
2 Peet [1931, 100–106].
3 Neugebauer [1934, 129–137] suggested that the problem concerns the surface area of a hemi-
sphere-shaped grain silo roof, and Hoﬀmann [1996] proposed that it concerns the surface area of a
vaulted tomb ceiling built with a half-cylindrical contour. Further discussion of these theories will
follow.
A new interpretation of Problem 10 of the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus 13that the word “basket” was used here simply as a technical term for the shape one perceives
from a side-on view of a bowl-shaped container.4 He suggested that the scribe — when
he was making his copy from an earlier work — inadvertently left out the words “of 9”
from line 2 of the original text, with these being there to indicate the width of the ﬁgure’s
“mouth” (i.e., its diameter).
For this interpretation, Peet then amended the ﬁrst six lines of Struve’s translation to be,
in essence5:
1. Example of working out a semicircle (nb.t)
2. If they say to you a semicircle of 9 in mouth (tp.r)
3. by 4 1
2
in depth (cd)
4. Let me know its area
5. Take a ninth of 9, since a semicircle
6. is half a circle; result 1
7. (Lines 7 through 14 remain unchanged)
Peet’s second (alternative) interpretation proposed that the technical term represented
by the word “basket” is indeed, as Struve suggested, a three-dimensional ﬁgure, but not
a hemisphere. Instead, it is a semicylinder, that is, a cylinder which has been cut in half
lengthwise (and not crosswise). Peet [1931, 104–105] explained that an edge-on view of
the open end of such a semicylinder will present a semicircular shape, and will there-
fore have the same shape as a side-on (two-dimensional) view of a bowl-shaped
basket.
Peet suggested that the scribe became confused when copying his text because the origi-
nal he was copying from gave the semicylinder’s diameter and length as both being 4 1
2
units.
Inadvertently or otherwise, the scribe then correctly kept the 4 1
2
units for the length of the
semicylinder, but mistakenly omitted the 4 1
2
units for its “mouth” (diameter). Conse-
quently, Peet proposed that the problem should basically read as follows:
1. Example of working out a semicylinder (nb.t)
2. If they say to you a semicylinder of 4 1
2
in mouth (tp.r)
3. by 4 1
2
in height (cd — the proposed semicylinder’s length)
4. Let me know its surface area
5. Take a ninth of 9, since a semicylinder
6. is half of a cylinder (ipt); result 1
7. (Lines 7 through 14 remain unchanged)4 Peet [1931, 103] argued that since here “we are dealing with geometry,” the word for “basket”
should “not necessarily be assumed to bear its literal meaning,” but that “we should certainly expect
it to represent some object of which the (bowl-shaped) sign is not an unreasonable picture.” That is,
that the word “basket” might here be a technical term for a two-dimensional, and not a three-
dimensional, object.
5 Peet [1931,103–104] recognized that this interpretation supplies both the radius and the diameter
lengths for the semicircle when clearly only one of these factors would be needed. His explanation
was that with the semicircle being a two-dimensional ﬁgure it may have been “regarded as having,
like other plane ﬁgures, two measurements, length and breadth.” He does not explain why the
problem computes a (two-dimensional) circular area in the manner used rather than employ the
(8/9  D)2 algorithm that is seen in other papyri for circular area computations.
14 L. CooperEach of these three interpretations leads to the same 32-unit result in surface area via the
computation procedure that is seen in lines 7 through 14, and as a result no changes in these
lines need be considered. With this being the case, the points upon which a correct interpre-
tation would seem to depend are therefore
A. the scribe’s intended meaning of the term nb.t;
B. the intended meaning of the term tp.r in line 2;
C. the intended meaning of the term cd in line 3;
D. a determination of the term originally written by the scribe in the now damaged area
of line 6; and ﬁnally,
E. whether any text was omitted by the scribe, and if so, what it may have been.
2. Previous views on the meaning of the terms nb.t, tp.r, cd, and ipt
Both Struve and Peet translated the word tp.r in line 2 to mean the diameter across the
“mouth” of the nb.t object. This interpretation of tp.r appears to be fairly well established,
but such cannot necessarily be said for the intended meaning of the problem’s other terms.
As previously stated, Struve interpreted nb.t in this instance to have strayed from its per-
haps more expected meaning of “basket,” and to instead have been used in MMP 10 as a
mathematical term for “hemisphere.” Peet agreed that nb.t had been intended as a technical
term, but argued that it must have represented either a semicircle or a semicylinder.
Neugebauer [1934, 130, 136–137] agreed in principle with Struve, but took things a step fur-
ther in saying that the word nb.t likely referred to a dome-shaped granary roof. Hoﬀmann
[1996, 20–21] enlarged upon Peet’s semicylinder proposal and cited various textual sources
as possible support for a semicylinder association with the nb.t term.
In regard to cd, Struve interpreted the form of the word cd in line 3 to mean “in preser-
vation,” that is, “undamaged or complete.”6 In disagreeing with Struve’s position, Peet
[1931, 101] presented his reasoning as to why, philologically, this word must have been “the
name of the second dimension” given by the scribe for the nb.t object. He speculated that if
MMP 10 is in regard to a semicircle, then cd must refer to the “radius” of that circle, indi-
cating that both the diameter and radius were given by the scribe as points of data [Peet
1931, 103]. However, should the problem actually concern a semicylinder, Peet [1931,
104] further reasoned that cd would then be in reference to the barrel length of that semi-
cylinder. Hoﬀmann [1996, 22–23] essentially sided with this latter analysis and took a more
detailed look at this possible meaning of cd.
Contained in the Peet and Hoﬀmann semicylinder interpretations, and in Peet’s semicir-
cle interpretation, is the belief that a few words of text in line 2 must have for some reason
been omitted by the scribe in error. We will here be oﬀering a new proposal for what these
missing words may have been, as well as a proposal for what the problem’s original
intended meaning for the term cd may have been. Before doing so, however, we need to
brieﬂy return to the issue of the partially damaged word in the problem’s line 6.
Struve [1930, 164–166] felt that the remaining pen stroke fragments visible at the edges of
the gap in line 6 were part of the hieratic word for “stone” followed by the determinative
sign for “egg” — and that together they here signiﬁed a technical term for “sphere.”
Although Neugebauer [1934, 132–133] agreed that this missing word was intended to6 As translated by Peet [1931, 101]. See Struve [1930, 162–163].
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evidence of the word itn (aten), the term for “solar disc.” Hoﬀmann [1996, 24], however,
agreed with Peet’s suggestion [1931, 105] that the missing word was likely the word ipt, a
cylindrical grain measuring vessel, and that as such, it was being used here to convey the
meaning of “cylinder.” Hoﬀmann proposed that the nb.t, given in the text as being half
of this object, could therefore have been intended to refer to a vaulted ceiling, such as
are found in certain tombs of the period.
With this brief overview in mind, we are ready to take a yet closer look at the possible
meanings of these terms.
3. A closer inspection of the terms nb.t, tp.r, cd, and ipt
Many of the mathematical problems seen in the surviving ancient Egyptian papyri deal
with computations involving grain distribution, or the production and doling out of the
bread and beer made from such grain. With the possibility that the missing word in line
6 of MMP 10 may be the word ipt, i.e., a grain-measuring container, the question then
arises as to whether this problem might not also be one that is involved with some aspect
of grain measurement or distribution. We will begin an investigation into this possibility
with a further consideration of the above four terms.Fig. 1. The words nbt and ipt written in hieroglyphics.As we have seen, necessary to the analyses oﬀered by Struve, Neugebauer, Peet, and
Hoﬀman is that the word nb.t in MMP 10 does not refer to an actual basket, but instead
refers to something with connections to the shape that is presented by a hemispheric basket.
The term nb.t (see Fig. 1) is written using the basket glyph “nb,” the loaf of bread glyph “t,”
and the stroke glyph. There is no disagreement that when speciﬁcally written this way the
meaning of the nb.t word can simply be “basket,” and therefore we will here be entertaining
the possibility that this is exactly what its intended meaning is in MMP 10 — a more or less
everyday curved Egyptian wickerwork basket — a basket whose form was known to take
any one of a number of diﬀerent curved shapes.7
If we accept that the word tp.r does indeed refer to the “mouth,” or the diameter, of the
nb.t — as most indications seem to suggest — then we are left with the task of explaining
what the word cd in line 3 was intended to mean. As stated previously, Peet [1931, 103] sug-
gested that if the nb.t term designated a semicircle, and if the tp.r referred to the diameter of7 Hind [2004, 131–134] has also proposed this same interpretation of nb.t, a fact unknown to me
prior to the ﬁnal editing of the present paper. For nb.t deﬁnitions, see Gardiner [1957, 525 and 606].
Faulkner [1962, 129] also lists a meaning of “lordship” for this word. Written without the stroke
determinative, nb.t can also mean “mistress, Lady, or queen.” It also forms a part of the name for
the goddess Nephthys (nb.t-Hwt).
16 L. Cooperthis semicircle, then the term cd likely referred to the semicircle’s depth at its midpoint, and
hence in essence to its “radius.”
When making the alternative case for a semicylinder interpretation, Peet [1931, 104]
raised the possibility that the determinative used to accompany the word cd may not have
been the “papyrus-roll” sign (Y1 in Gardiner’s sign list), as had been proposed by Struve,
but was instead the “irrigation canal” sign (N23 in Gardiner’s list).8 Written with the
“papyrus-roll” determinative (Y1), cd is translatable to mean “to be in good condition, pre-
served, safe.” When written with the “irrigation canal” determinative (N23), the word cd
takes on the meaning of “margin of cultivation.”9 Peet proposed that in the context of a
cylindrical container this “margin”meaning might have been used to indicate “the two long
straight edges” of a semicylinder’s side walls — that is, its length.Fig. 2. The three alternative forms of cd.There is also a third possibility. The word cd can be written with the “beer jug” determi-
native (W22 in Gardiner’s sign list), and in such cases — and perhaps at ﬁrst glance rather
oddly — it takes on the meaning of “fat” or “grease.”10 These three alternative forms are
shown in Fig. 2 written right to left, and appearing both in hieroglyphic and in hieratic
writing. Clearly seen is that each of these three determinatives could be written by a scribe
in exactly the same way in hieratic script, using a glyph that looks something like a hastily
written underlined “3.”11
As a result, a correct decipherment of the scribe’s intended meaning for the cd grouping
when written in hieratic would seem to depend on the speciﬁc context in which the word is
found. Struve [1930, 162–163] addressed this situation, arguing that neither the “fat” nor
the “edge or margin” translation appeared to make any sense to him within the setting
of Problem 10. I am not here prepared to say which of the three determinatives was in fact
the one intended by the scribe, but in this one particular instance it may not greatly matter.
Faulkner’s Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian [Faulkner, 1962, 51] shows usages of
the Y1 determinative version of cd deﬁned as “to be safe, safe and sound, prosperous and
ﬂourishing, become whole.” For the N23 version of cd, Faulkner provides the meaning of
“edge or margin of cultivation;” and for the W22 version he lists “fat or grease.” Taken
together, a case can be made that there is an underlying sense to all three of these variations
that consists of a state of being thriving, prosperous, or ﬂush — and hence a state of being
ﬁlled out to a full extent.8 For these signs see Gardiner [1957, 533 and 488].
9 For the mentioned deﬁnitions see Gardiner [1957, 559] and also Faulkner [1962, 51].
10 Gardiner [1957, 530] and Faulkner [1962, 51].
11 Other examples of this ligature appear in Problems 9, 11, 12, and 17 of the MMP.
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in suﬃcient supply, could clearly have been a meaning derived from the concept of being
“whole” in appearance from having enough — or more than enough — food to eat.12 In
this context, the word for “fat” can be seen as expressing an associated meaning. Periods
of famine were not unknown in ancient Egypt, and the level of yearly ﬂooding of the Nile
had a direct bearing on the degree of food rationing imposed.13
In a related vein, the “edge or margin of cultivation” deﬁnition may have had its basis in
the physical extent reached by “prosperous and ﬂourishing” land, and hence this sense of cd
may have had its origin in regard to the edge of cultivatable land as planting extended to
the furthest reaches made possible each year by the extent, or fullness, of that year’s inun-
dation of the Nile.
It is therefore entirely possible that the intent of the word cd in MMP 10 is not in refer-
ence to the nb.t as being “whole” or “in preservation” due to the nb.t being in an undamaged
state, but rather it is in reference to the extent of the “swelling” or “fullness” of the nb.t’s
curvature, and so as Peet suggested, cd in essence relates to the nb.t’s “depth” or “height”
— thus making cd the basket’s second spatial dimension (its diameter being the ﬁrst).14 As
mentioned earlier, the inclusion of this information would have been necessary because the
word nb.t (with the stroke determinative) would simply have here referred to a generic
curved basket, and so the amount of swelling, or depth, at its midpoint would have been
data necessary to specify the intended semicircular shape of this particular basket. Perhaps
certain combinations of diameter length across the basket’s opening, and amount of depth
at this diameter’s midpoint, were seen as being somewhat standardized for speciﬁc intended
basket usages.
Hoﬀmann [1996, 22] argued in favor of the “edge or margin of cultivation” meaning for
cd, suggesting that it referred to a semicylinder’s side walls rather than to the radius (or
depth) of a semicircle. He supported this statement by saying, ﬁrst, that if the diameter
(tp.r) is given then there is no need to also include mention of a radius. As explained earlier
in Footnote 5, Peet [1931, 103] addressed this issue in his paper, and it has been further
addressed here.
Hoﬀmann [1996, 23] added that the word cd was not, in fact, the term used to refer to the
height of a semicircle in a mathematical problem from the Demotic period.15 However,
more than 1300 years separate the writing of the Moscow Papyrus and this later document,
and while evidence of continuity would perhaps be signiﬁcant, absence of continuity over12 Faulkner [1962, 51] lists a form of the word cd as having the probable meaning of “to fatten.”
13 Lines 3–5 in Letter II of the Heqanakht Papyri state that one’s food rations were ﬁxed yearly
“according to the state of the (Nile’s) inundation.” See Allen [2002, 16]. In other words, the greater
the inundation, the greater the amount of land that could be cultivated and hence be productive.
Heqanakht was writing to his household that they should be thankful that they had enough food to
eat during a year of severe privation.
14 Peet [1931, 103–104] variously refers to this meaning of cd as depth, breadth, height, and radius.
Although the amount of curvature in this proposed instance would indeed be that caused by a
midpoint depth equal to half of the basket’s opening diameter, I believe it unwarranted to limit cd to
having so restricted a meaning as “radius.” On a separate note, Hind [2004, 131–134] has also
proposed that MMP 10 provides data for a basket’s two dimensions. However, in her analysis she
interprets tp.r to in eﬀect represent the basket’s radius, and cd its diameter. She oﬀers no solution for
the missing word in the problem’s line 6.
15 Hoﬀmann cites Parker [1972, 48].
18 L. Cooperso great a span is not.16 In addition, as Gunn and Peet [1929, 178] noted, as many as ﬁve
diﬀerent words were used in the Egyptian mathematical papyri to denote the height of tri-
angular ﬁgures. There is little reason why similar diversity could not also have extended to
the use of diﬀering terms to denote the depth, or height, of a curved surface.
Before considering what speciﬁc lengths the various dimensions might have been
intended to be within the context of MMP 10, we must ﬁrst return to Peet’s suggestion that
the missing word in line 6 may have been “ipt.”
At the time when Peet advanced his proposals, the term ipt was known to have repre-
sented “a measure of content only from the 18th Dynasty onward” (that is, from about
1550 B.C. onward).17 However, Peet strongly felt that such a cylindrical container with this
name must have existed in Egypt from a much earlier date, and in this it turns out he was
quite correct. Recent scholarship has shown that the term ipt was in use for grain measure-
ment purposes from as early as the beginning of the 12th Dynasty (ca. 1950 B.C.), and so its
presence in the MMP appears to be supported from a chronological standpoint.18Fig. 3. Glyph vestiges in line 6 of MMP 10 and the “grain” determinative written in hieratic.In making the case that the glyph remnants at the left side of the gap in line 6 are con-
sistent with the hieratic sign for the “grain” determinative (U9 in Gardiner’s sign list), Peet
could also have mentioned that this glyph occurs in other problems within the same
papyrus. A look at these other occurrences will show that many are quite consistent with
the vestiges that are seen in MMP 10 (Fig. 3).19
We turn next to an investigation of the way in which a hemispherically shaped basket
can be seen to relate to a cylindrical grain measuring vessel, both within the context of
Problem 10 of the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus and within the context of the ancient
Egyptian grain measurement system.
4. Cylindrical grain measures
In his interpretation of MMP 10, Struve proposed that the text’s computations involved
the direct calculation of a hemisphere’s surface area. Peet, in his semicylinder interpreta-
tion, proposed that these computations involved a calculation of the surface area of a
semicylinder. It is possible that both men were at least partially correct.16 Parker [1972, 5–6] adds, “We are admittedly on very shaky ground if we regard anything that is
new in demotic texts as a purely Egyptian development, free of any inﬂuence from Greece or
Babylonia.”
17 Peet [1931, 105].
18 See Allen [2002, 144–145, 130, and p. XV of the preface]. Note that Allen transliterates ipt as jpyt
and jpt. Also used is the Greek word for this term, oipe.
19 For instance, compare with occurrences of this glyph in MMP 9, column XVII, at the end of line
1, and in MMP 20, column XXXVII, line 5. For reference to the “grain” determinative U9, see
Gardiner [1957, 516, 198].
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exactly the same as the surface area of a cylinder whose diameter and barrel length are both
equal to the length of the sphere’s diameter.20 As a result, the surface area of a hemisphere
will be exactly equal to the surface area of a semicylinder whose diameter and barrel length
are both equal to the hemisphere’s diameter. This is the situation that I propose to be the
case in MMP 10.
The text of the problem does not stipulate what units the number “4 1
2
” of line 3 is meant
to be in, and hence what the actual size of the problem’s “basket” may be. As a rule, prob-
lems contained in the Egyptian mathematical papyri either will give the speciﬁc units
involved, or if not, will provide enough information to allow one to infer the intended units.
Such may be the situation here.
Ancient Egyptian volume measurement of grain was largely centered around the unit
known as the hekat. This was deﬁned as being 1
30
of a cubic cubit, with the cubit in this
instance being the ancient Egyptian royal cubit, which has a length of about 524 mm
(= 20.63 inches).21 The royal cubit was subdivided into 28 ﬁngers, with 4 of these ﬁngers
forming the intermediate unit known as the palm.22 As a result, a cubic cubit was equal
to 28 ﬁngers cubed, or 21,952 cubic ﬁngers. A hekat, being 1
30
of this, was in consequence
equal to 731þ 1
2
þ 1
5
þ 1
30
cubic ﬁngers (as written in the ancient Egyptian unit fraction for-
mat, equal to 731.733. . . cubic ﬁngers in decimal notation).
There is evidence that shows that the royal cubit could also, when so desired, be sub-
divided into a 6-unit framework, rather than the 7-palm partition. Such a 1
6
subdivision unit
of the royal cubit has been variously termed the “full palm,” the “handbreadth,” and the tbt
— or “sandal.”23
A 1
6
division of the 28-ﬁnger royal cubit is therefore 4 2
3
ﬁngers in length. If one allows for
the assumption that these “4 2
3
-ﬁnger” units were those that were intended in MMP 10, then
a basket with a diameter of 4 1
2
of these units will have a diameter of 21 ﬁngers (=4 1
2
 4 2
3
).
However, the problem states that this basket has half the area of some other speciﬁc object.
As mentioned above, a hemisphere will have half the surface area of that cylinder whose
diameter and length are each equal to the hemisphere’s diameter. Therefore, what is seen
in the wording of MMP 10 may be that the scribe was being asked to ﬁnd the surface area
of a hemisphere-shaped basket, with the expectation that it was part and parcel of a scribe’s20 In modern mathematical terminology the surface area of a sphere equals 4pr2. A cylinder having
the same (2r) diameter length and also having a bore length of 2r will have a surface area of 2pr2r,
and therefore also 4pr2.
21 The deﬁnition of the hekat can be deduced from Problem 44 of the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus.
Although the Rhind Papyrus dates to about 1700 B.C., it is accepted that it is a scribal copy of a
papyrus dating over 100 years earlier to the 12th Dynasty [see Peet, 1923, 3]. There is no reason to
doubt that the above deﬁnition of the hekat was therefore valid at least as far back as the writing of
the MMP. Also see Pommerening [2005, 118].
22 See Gillings [1982, 207–208]. The term palm, equaling a length of four ﬁngers, was a measurement
that was seen as being across the ﬁngers, and not across the actual palm, of the hand.
23 Junker [1929, 85–86] found evidence of use in the 4th Dynasty (ca. 2520 B.C.) of a 16-cubit
measurement unit. Verner [1981, 480] found similar evidence in a 5th Dynasty tomb. Legon [1996,
63–67] noted that there is evidence of a 13-cubit unit in the Reisner Papyri [see Simpson 1963, 125] as
well as in Problem 46 of the RMP. Legon used these ﬁndings in support of his argument for the early
use of a 16-cubit unit in Egyptian art.
20 L. Coopereveryday aﬀairs to know that a hemispheric basket’s surface area was half the surface area
of a cylindrical container which had the same diameter and length.24
If the basket’s diameter was indeed to be understood as being 4 1
2
of the 1
6
units, and hence
equal to 21 ﬁngers, then the cylinder having twice the surface area of this size basket would
also be 21 ﬁngers in diameter and be 21 ﬁngers in length. If we next use the method that is
given in Problem 41 of the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus to compute the volume (not the
surface area) of this 21-ﬁnger cylindrical container, we will ﬁnd that a scribe would have
calculated it to be 7; 317þ 1
3
cubic ﬁngers, and as is evident from a look at the hekat deﬁ-
nition given above, 7; 317þ 1
3
cubic ﬁngers is exactly equal to 10 hekats.25
As a ﬁnal step, if we next determine the quantity of grain that a 21-ﬁnger-diameter hemi-
spheric basket will contain, we learn that it will hold exactly 3 1
3
hekats, or 1
3
the capacity of a
10-hekat cylinder.26 A 10 hekat and 3 1
3
-hekat correlation in this context would clearly have
oﬀered a mnemonic aid and a practical convenience to the daily tasks of grain distribution,
and as such could present a heretofore unrecognized cultural context to MMP 10. It is
therefore warranted at this point in our examination to consider to what extent there
may be corroboration for the existence of a 10-hekat size cylindrical grain measure (that
is, a 10-hekat capacity ipt) at the time of the writing of the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus.5. The 10-hekat measure
As stated previously, the ﬁrst known appearance of the ipt grain measure term occurs in
the Heqanakht Papyri, dated to the early 12th Dynasty. Although it was later used to refer
to a 4-hekat measurement of grain, it appears that from the time of its introduction onward
the term ipt could also be used to simply indicate a cylindrical measuring vessel, regardless
of its size or capacity.27
Allen [2002, 144–145] believed this to be the situation reﬂected in the Heqanakht papyri,
and cited textual evidence that at least one of the ipts in these documents had in all
likelihood been speciﬁcally designed to hold a 10-hekat quantity.
Pommerening performed a volumetric analysis of a cylindrical grain measuring
container found depicted in a 6th Dynasty (ca. 2300 B.C.) wall relief scene in the tomb
of Khentika, and based on the dimensions of this vessel relative to the workers in the scene24 Note that this correlation assumes that in this case the term tp.r speciﬁcally means “diameter” in
the sense of the diameter of a circle. In other words, the basket’s opening is a circular one, and not
an oval one. The relationship between the cylinder and hemisphere surface areas could have been
discovered empirically. For ways in which this might have been done, see Gillings [1982, 200–201]
and Neugebauer [1934, 137].
25 The scribal method for ﬁnding the volume of a cylinder was to take 89 of the cylinder’s diameter,
square this amount, and then multiply by the cylinder’s length. This can be expressed in modern
terms as ð89  D2Þ  L. For the workings of Problem 41 of the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus, see
Clagett [1999, 156] or Peet [1923, 80–81].
26 The hekat capacity of such a basket could easily have been determined through empirical means.
I am not here suggesting that the Egyptians derived spherical volumes formulaically.
27 See Pommerening [2005, 52–53]. The ipt term had variant spellings, and depending on era and
circumstance could be accompanied by either dot, slash, or number signs to indicate the number of
hekats intended.
A new interpretation of Problem 10 of the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus 21calculated this ipt to have an apparent capacity of 10 hekats.28 She also gave similar and
detailed attention to a unique series of ipt vessels found depicted in a wall painting in
the tomb of Hesy, a 3rd Dynasty (ca. 2630 B.C.) dignitary.29 This wall painting shows
two nearly identical rows of grain vessels — 14 in each row — with these arranged one
above the other in size-ordered pairs. The barrels in the top row were painted to indicate
that they were made of wood, while those in the bottom row were painted to appear
sheathed either in reddish animal skin, or perhaps in copper.
As Pommerening admitted, there is no way to know with absolute certainty what the
actual dimensions of these barrels may have been in real life. She reasoned, however, that
it is nevertheless possible to gain some insight into this question by computing the relative
volumes of the depicted containers in order to see what the ratios between their speciﬁc
capacities might be.
To do this, she took careful measurements of the apparent dimensions of each vessel, and
fromthese thenaveraged thevolumesof each like-sizedpairofwoodandanimal skin (copper?)
barrels. She found the thus averaged volumes from barrel #14 (the largest barrel) through to
barrel #5 to be 14,832, 7790, 5692, 2846, 1359, 947, 435, 320, 225, and 116 cm3.30 She omitted
the four smallest vessels due to the increased uncertainties of so small a depicted size.
She then reasoned it contextually possible that in real life the largest container in this
series would have held an 8-hekat quantity, while the others were then computable subdi-
visions. Working from her “conjectured” volume ﬁndings, she found the lineup of the ves-
sels to therefore be, in hekats, 8; 4; 3; 3
2
; 3
4
; 1
2
; 1
4
; 1
5
; 1
8
, and 1
16
.31 Pommerening [2005, 287]
realized that there were notable gaps in her proposed results, and was especially perplexed
by the apparent lack of a 1-hekat basic unit container size whether in the 8-hekat, or even in
an also possible 4-hekat largest container scenario.3228 Pommerening [2005, 301–302, and 19–21]. Pommerening’s methodology rested on the assump-
tion that only in cases where the inscriptions which accompany illustrations refer to speciﬁc grain
measure amounts can one entertain any hope that the proportions of the people and ipts seen in
these scenes were relatively accurately depicted by the artists. Such inscriptions appear with the
Khentika depictions. To scale things to real life, Pommerening referenced her ﬁndings to a standing
person height of between 1.55 and 1.7 meters — with this apparently based on data taken from
mummy measurements. Also see James [1953, 45, Plate IX].
29 Pommerening [2005, 282–287] based her analysis on the drawings made by Quibell [1913, 7, 25–
26]. See Plates XIII and XVII in Quibell’s work (note that Plate XIII is in color). No human ﬁgures
appear in these depictions.
30 Pommerening [2005, 285, Table D01.b]. Quibell [1913, 18] stated that his published drawing of
these vessels (Plate XVII) was at 111 scale of the original wall painting. Pommerening’s vessel volume
amounts take this factor into account. The only available evidence of this wall painting exists in the
drawings done by Quibell during his 1911–12 excavation season. The below-ground passageways
and chambers of the tomb were reﬁlled with sand and rubble after that season, and have been un-
viewed since.
31 Pommerening [2005, 286, Table D01.d] found that the ﬁfth smallest container computed to have
1
128 the volume of the largest vessel, and she appears to have used this as a starting point for her
“approximated” and resulting “conjectured” values. She also included values for what she felt to be
missing volume amounts in the barrel series. The quantities given here are derived from the Table
D01.d “Conjectured” column — where 4800 cm = 1 hekat.
32 Note that neither an8- nor a 4-hekat series includes a 23 or
1
3 hekat size — both of which one might
reasonably expect to see included given the conventions of the ancient Egyptian computation and
measurement systems.
22 L. CooperHowever, if one returns to Pommerening’s initial data for the average volume amounts
computed from each pair of like-sized barrels, and now divides each of these amounts by
the averaged volume of the largest barrel (that is, divide each of the cubic centimeter
amounts as seen listed above by 14,832 cm3), then the following relative volume series
emerges — starting with the #14 barrel: 1; 1
2
; 2
5
; 1
5
; 1
10
, and then 2
3
of 1
10
; 1
3
of 1
10
; 1
4
of 1
10
; 1
6
of
1
10
; 1
12
of 1
10
.33 With this series in hand, many of the problems that Pommerening encountered
can be made to disappear by simply now multiplying through by a factor of 10 — in other
words, by assuming that the largest container in the series, in real life, held neither 8 or
4 hekats, but a 10-hekat quantity.
As a result, barrels #14 through #5 will then be seen to contain 10; 5; 4; 2; 1; 2
3
; 1
3
;
1
4
; 1
6
; and 1
12
hekats. Not only does this aﬀord a patently useful and contextually relevant
series of measurement units, but it also is consistent with the evidence that prior to, and
during, the time that the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus was written, the 10-hekat amount
was a central unit of grain measure.34
We are therefore left with textual corroboration that a form of the word ipt could have
been used in the early 12th Dynasty to refer to a 10-hekat cylindrical container, and also
that the ancient Egyptian mainstay unit of grain measurement, the “khar,” was at this same
point in time a unit designated to hold 10 hekats. In addition, we have possible pictorial
conﬁrmation from the Old Kingdom period that a 10-hekat cylindrical container was then
in everyday use. It therefore would seem entirely consistent and reasonable that there
would have been a mathematical problem in the teaching texts of the time that speciﬁcally
involved this size of grain container.
6. Further considerations
In her presentation of Egyptian tomb wall paintings and reliefs that depict grain distri-
bution and storage scenes, Pommerening [2005, 311–312] discussed a hieroglyphic inscrip-
tion from the late 5th Dynasty Tomb of Fetekta (ca. 2300 B.C.) in which a variant of the
nb.t word was used to apparently describe an approximately 2-hekat size cylindrical grain
container.35 Pommerening wondered if this could then mean that the nb.t of MMP 10
might not be a cylindrical vessel, or that perhaps it could provide support for Hoﬀmann’s
claim that it is a semicylindrical ceiling formation. There are a number of objections to
these possibilities.
To begin, the nb.t of the Fetekta inscription is written with a “circle” determinative (N33
in Gardiner’s sign list), whereas the nb.t of MMP 10 is written with a “stroke” determina-
tive (Gardiner Z1). Determinatives were used to clarify the sense in which a word was to be
understood, and so the question arises of why the nb.t of MMP 10, if it were indeed meant
to indicate a cylindrical vessel, was not also written with the “circle” determinative.33 Pommerening [2005, 285]. These computations are based on Pommerening’s averaged values as
given in the “(R1 + R2)/2” column of Table D01.b. Note that due to the increased impact of
uncertainties at the smaller vessel sizes it is possible that the 16 and
1
12 of
1
10 ﬁndings may in actuality
have been 18 and
1
16 of
1
10.
34 For the 10-hekat unit and the 10-hekat khar, see Pommerening [2005, 101, 123, 126]. Also see
Allen [2000, 102], and Allen [2002, 144].
35 This inscription was reported by Barta [1998, 22, 26–27]. The word nb.t is here written in
hieroglyphs (i.e., not in hieratic) and ends with a small circle “o” determinative.
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that the only way in which a cylindrical vessel could have half the surface area of a second
cylindrical vessel (i.e., the ipt) would be if they each had the same diameter length while the
smaller vessel merely had half the barrel length of the other.36
However, as seen in the previously mentioned Hesy Tomb depictions [Quibell, 1913,
Plate XVII], each size of grain container was of a diﬀering diameter — none being simply
a half-as-high version of a taller barrel.
On the other hand, if the nb.t of MMP 10 was intended to indicate a semicylinder, it
would seem that by having the “stroke” determinative it would have been meant to signify
a semicylindrical basket whose shape was precisely that of a barrel (ipt) that had been cut in
half along its length, and so was a semicylindrical container that was abruptly ﬂat at both
ends and not oval or prow-shaped.37 I have not seen corroboration of any such ﬂat-ended
baskets in use at that time, nor of what particular beneﬁt a basket of such a shape may have
provided.38 However, if the nb.t term in MMP 10 was instead meant to refer to a particular
nonbasket semicylindrical object, such as the tomb’s curved ceiling that Hoﬀmann sug-
gested, then other objections arise.
If meant to signify a vaulted ceiling, then one might expect the problem to have stated
that the nb.t was half of something more appropriately sized than a much smaller ipt grain
measure, the word that Hoﬀmann agrees is likely to be the missing term in line 6. Vaulted
ceiling lengths and widths were measured in numbers of ten or more royal cubits, while an
ipt’s diameter and length were measured in ﬁngers, of which there are 28 in a royal cubit.
Why, for instance, did the problem not state that the surface area of the nb.t was half that
of a cylindrical granary, a term which appears in Problems 41 through 43 of the Rhind
Mathematical Papyrus, and which the scribe might easily have chosen as being more con-
textually sized?39
In addition, if the nb.t term was referring to a tomb’s vaulted ceiling, and was thereby
symbolically representing the heavens, why was the “sky” or “heaven” determinative
(Gardiner N1) not used instead of the “stroke” determinative?40 Especially so, one should
think, if the comparison being made was indeed to an ipt (written with the “grain” deter-
minative), an item having neither tomb nor ceiling connotations.36 The clearest (cylindrical) explanation for the computation procedure seen in Problem 10 is that it
ﬁrst determines an approximation for the cylinder’s circumference, and then multiplies this amount
by the cylinder’s barrel length. This is certainly what was implied by Peet [1931, 105] and stated a bit
more explicitly by Hoﬀmann [1996, 23]. Not enough data are given in MMP 10 to encourage the
possibility that two cylinders of diﬀering diameters are involved.
37 This is due to the fact that in order to satisfy the problem’s apparent computational requirements,
the semicylinder’s sidewall surface, if unrolled, would describe a rectangle.
38 Although not baskets, small carved ﬂat-ended wooden boxes of semicylindrical shape were at
times used as toiletry containers to hold eye paints and other cosmetics. See Vandier d’Abbadie
[1972, 42–43]. I thank one of the reviewers of this paper for bringing these cosmetic boxes to my
attention.
39 Three separate terms, “round,” “container,” and the “house” determinative, were used to indicate
“cylindrical granary” in the wording of RMP 41, 42, and 43. See Chace et al. [1927–1929, vol. 2].
Imhausen [2003, 323] pointed out that the partly remaining writing seen to the left of the gap in
line 6 is consistent with Sign F46, the glyph used in these cases to impart the sense of “round” (dbn).
However, the line 6 gap does not appear large enough to ﬁt the remaining glyphs needed to indicate
“granary.”
40 See Gardiner [1957, 485].
24 L. CooperHoﬀman [1996, 20] noted that the word nby is used in certain Demotic papyri to impart
the meaning of “circle segment,” and so raised the possibility that the nb.t in MMP 10 may
have had a related (i.e., a semicylindrical) meaning. Parker [1972, 45] pointed out the likely
connection of the term nby to the nb “basket” root, but this only seems to highlight the fact
that in these Demotic papyri the word for “basket,” (nb.t written with the “stroke” deter-
minative), was itself not used in a secondary semicircular-related context, but rather a dif-
fering construction based on the nb root was placed into service, a variation which possibly
had its own shades of semicircular associations.41
Hoﬀmann also presented textual instances of forms of the nb.t term having possible con-
nections to a vaulted ceiling meaning, but the proposed connections which he referred to
are not universally accepted.42
Neugebauer [1934, 136] felt that the unit of measurement intended for Problem 10 was
likely to be the royal cubit, and that therefore the nb.t was something large enough to be
measured in cubits, and so perhaps indicated a domed granary roof. As a result,
Neugebauer’s theory assumes that the word nb.t written with a stroke determinative was
in general use to designate both a curved basket and a domed silo roof. Along the lines
of the discussion above, if some form of the nb root were involved in indicating a domed
silo roof, one might better expect that the determinative used with it to have been either
Gardiner signs O45/O46 (i.e., the determinatives for “domed building”), or sign O51 (the
“granary” determinative), rather than the stroke determinative that is seen in Problem 10.43
All of this being said, however, it would appear that the possibility may always remain
that the word nb.t, written with the stroke determinative, could have been used by the
MMP 10 scribe to denote a semicylindrical object or shape. The above considerations
are mentioned not to categorically state that these previous theories regarding MMP 10
are necessarily incorrect, but rather to make the case that the issue is not yet settled, and
that there is yet another way in which to interpret this problem that bears investigation.
7. Conclusions
If we allow ourselves to entertain the assumptions that the word “nb.t” of MMP 10 was
intended to represent an Egyptian curved basket, and that the missing word in line 6 was
intended to represent an ipt container, then what follows is that we may in fact be dealing
here with a fairly simple problem with a basis in grain distribution. We are told that the
basket has a surface area that is half the surface area of the cylindrical ipt container,
and thus we have reason to speculate that this is a situation where both the diameter
and the height of this ipt are equal to the length of the (hemispheric) basket’s diameter.
If so, a nb.t that meets these conditions will turn out to have a volume capacity that is
exactly 1
3
the volume capacity of the cylindrical ipt container.
Since the text further appears to tell us that the diameter of the nb.t is 4 1
2
units, this opens
the possibility that in this particular circumstance the units intended were the 1
6
-cubit
“sandal,” and if so, the ipt of line 6 will then compute to have a capacity of exactly
10 hekats.41 Parker [1972, 45] states that “The origin of nby ‘segment’ in nb ‘basket’ is obvious.” See Problems
36–38 in Parker [1972, 44–51]. Faulkner [1962, 129] lists nbyt as being a (semicircular) gold collar.
42 Hoﬀmann [1996, 21]. See Vercoutter [1947, 138–139 and 155–158]. Also see Vercoutter [1949,
189–193].
43 See Gardiner [1957, 497–498] for these determinatives.
A new interpretation of Problem 10 of the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus 25If the preceding analysis for the originally intended meaning of MMP 10 is correct, it
would appear that the scribe was expected to recognize this particular kind of situation,
and to be familiar with the surface area connection between a hemispheric basket and a
cylindrical vessel containing the same interior diameter and barrel length as the basket’s
diameter.44
The interpretation proposed here therefore places Problem 10 not only in a uniﬁed inter-
nal context, but also in a position of contextual agreement with the many other Egyptian
mathematical papyri problems that deal with grain measurement, grain storage, and grain
apportionment. That we have no other problems in the extant papyri that deal directly with
a 3 1
3
-hekat measurement should be of no great surprise given the paucity of surviving mate-
rial at our disposal. However, 10-hekat amounts are common in the papyri, as is the modal-
ity often employed by the scribes of computing the 1
3
and 2
3
parts of various quantities. That
there would have been a curved basket explicitly designed to hold a 1
3
part of a 10-hekat ipt
(or of a 10-hekat khar) should also be of no great surprise.
I am not aware of the existence of any truly hemispheric baskets, 21-ﬁnger-diameter or
otherwise, that have survived from the period in question. However, similar baskets and
bowls are a common feature in Old and Middle Kingdom tomb wall paintings and reliefs,
and many of these are hemispheric in shape. Found in the magniﬁcent wall reliefs of the 5th
Dynasty tomb of Kagemni (ca. 2300 B.C.) are depictions of a number of hemisphere-shaped
bowls, and some of these bowls do appear to be within the 21-ﬁnger-diameter relative size
range.45 It is not unreasonable to assume that hemispheric baskets of similar size were then
also in common use.
That we here encounter the use of the 1
6
-cubit unit in a grain measure context is an admit-
tedly new development. However, as was noted earlier, hints of this unit appear in the
Rhind Mathematical Papyrus and in the Reisner I Papyrus, and to those instances previ-
ously cited I would add Problems 57 and 58 of the RMP.46
And so, if we take into account the suggested interpretations that have been presented in
this essay, and accept Peet’s argument that scribal error has caused the number “4 1
2
” to be
missing from its rightful place in the problem’s line 2, and further add that the scribe may
have compounded this error by placing the number “4 1
2
” in line 3 where the original doc-44 Also implied is that the scribe was expected to be familiar with the computational process
involved which, for a semicylinder, meant that the ﬁrst step was to multiply the length of the
basket’s diameter by 2. This doubling produces the appearance of the number “9” in the problem’s
line 5. To ﬁnd the surface area of a full cylinder (or sphere), the scribe would have begun his
computations by multiplying the diameter, whatever this length may have been, by 4.
45 See Harpur and Scremin [2006, 262, 506, 509]. The high level of care and detail seen in these reliefs
permit the possibility that these bowls are depicted in true-to-life relative size. In making my
calculations I have assumed an average actual height range for the individuals shown in these
depictions of 170 cm. Some of these scenes, as of March 2009, can also be accessed online at a website
authored by T. Benderitter, http://www.osirisnet.net/mastabas/kagemni/e_kagemni_03.htm#; see
views 1140, 1149, 1150, and 1161. The Kagemnimastaba is located at Saqqara. For representations of
ancient Egyptian coiled hemispheric baskets see Wendrich [2000, 263].
46 These references are all in regard to 13 and
2
3-cubit amounts. However, as Legon [1996, 64] points
out, a cubit rod that noted the 13 and
2
3-cubit divisions would also have noted the
1
2 cubit division,
hence leading to a de facto 16 cubit division (i.e.,
2
3 12 ¼ 12 13 ¼ 16). Therefore, why not simply divide
such rods into sixths throughout?
26 L. Cooperument mentioned only the number “1
2
”, we will have the following proposed originally
intended meaning of Problem 10 of the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus47:
1. form of working out a basket (nb.t)
2. if they say to you a basket of 4 1
2
(of 1
6
cubit units) in diameter (tp.r)
3. by half (this) in depth (cd)
4. let me know its (surface) area
5. take a ninth of 9, since the basket
6. Is half (the surface area) of a cylindrical grain measure (ipt), result 1
7. take the remainder, namely 8
8. take a ninth of 8
9. result 2
3
þ 1
6
þ 1
18
. Take
10. the remainder of these 8 after subtracting
11. the 2
3
þ 1
6
þ 1
18
, result 7 1
9
12. reckon 7 1
9
4 1
2
times
13. result 32. Behold, that is its (the basket’s) (surface) area
14. You have found rightly
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